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Shine every day. Share every moment.

COOLPIX P600
16.0 effective megapixels
30x Zoom
3-in. OLEMD
NEW

COOLPIX P530
16.1 effective megapixels
42x Zoom
3-in. LCD
NEW

COOLPIX P340
12.2 effective megapixels
5x Zoom
3-in. LCD
NEW

COOLPIX AW120
16.0 effective megapixels
5x Zoom
3-in. OLEMD
NEW

COOLPIX S9700
16.0 effective megapixels
30x Zoom
3-in. OLEMD
NEW

COOLPIX S9600
16.0 effective megapixels
22x Zoom
3-in. LCD
NEW

COOLPIX S6800
16.0 effective megapixels
12x Zoom
3-in. LCD
NEW

COOLPIX S67000
20.1 effective megapixels
10x Zoom
3-in. LCD
NEW

COOLPIX S5300
16.0 effective megapixels
8x Zoom
3-in. LCD
NEW

COOLPIX S32
13.2 effective megapixels
3x Zoom
2.7-in. LCD
NEW

COOLPIX S36000
20.1 effective megapixels
8x Zoom
2.7-in. LCD
NEW

COOLPIX S28000
20.1 effective megapixels
5x Zoom
2.7-in. LCD
NEW

COOLPIX L830
16.0 effective megapixels
34x Zoom
3-in. LCD
NEW

COOLPIX L330
20.1 effective megapixels
26x Zoom
3-in. LCD
NEW

COOLPIX L30
20.1 effective megapixels
5x Zoom
3-in. LCD
NEW

COOLPIX L29
16.1 effective megapixels
5x Zoom
2.7-in. LCD
NEW

COOLPIX P7800
12.2 effective megapixels
7.1x Zoom
3-in. OLEMD
NEW

COOLPIX S66000
16.0 effective megapixels
12x Zoom
2.7-in. LCD
NEW

COOLPIX S02
13.2 effective megapixels
3x Zoom
2.7-in. touch LCD
NEW

COOLPIX L620
18.1 effective megapixels
14x Zoom
3-in. LCD
NEW

Note: Camera lineup and color availability may vary according to region.
Reach beyond your wildest dreams

COOLPIX P600

16.1 effective megapixels
60x Zoom
3-in. vari-angle LCD

Unprecedented close-ups with 60x optical zoom super-telephoto capability

Explore the farthest reaches of imaging power. The NIKKOR lens offers 60x optical zoom from 24 mm* wide-angle to 1440 mm* telephoto, and using Dynamic Fine Zoom provides amazing 120x** zoom capability without compromising the high resolution. New Scene modes such as Moon mode and Bird-watching mode let you easily take beautiful lunar and bird shots without complicated settings.

*35mm format equivalent.
**Magnification as calculated from the full-wide end of optical zoom.

Advanced Vibration Reduction

High-performance lens-shift VR (Vibration Reduction) provides an effect equivalent to a shutter speed 3.5 stops faster* for a steady picture even in the extreme telephoto range, and is equipped with ACTIVE mode to further minimize camera shake when shooting from a moving vehicle or while walking.

*Based on CIPA standard, measured at approx. 350 mm (35mm format equivalent).

Exceptional quality comes from advanced technology

Working in concert to deliver high-quality images even when it’s dark are the Backside illumination CMOS image sensor, NIKKOR lens using Super ED glass for a substantial improvement in chromatic aberration reduction, and the EXPEED C2 image-processing system. This image quality delivers exceptional photos as well as realistic and smooth Full HD 1080/60i movie recording.

Compact designed for full-fledged photography

This camera is equipped with an RGBW LCD monitor for high visibility even outdoors. Its vari-angle design enables you to compose your shot at various angles. Details such as the electronic viewfinder, Side zoom control, enhanced grip, and Function button boost operational flexibility and comfort.

Share images with Wi-Fi®* connectivity

Used with a smart device, you can:
• Share images wirelessly with ease
• Remotely control the camera
• Add location information to images

High-speed response

The fast AF and shutter response lets you react to photo opportunities instantaneously. Clearly capture rapid action using Continuous H (in maximum image size at 7 fps, up to 7 frames) mode.

Other Features

- Multiple exposure
- COOLPIX Picture Control
- Special effects and Filter effects
- Peaking for manual focus
- Active D-Lighting
- Macro shooting from as close as 1 cm (0.4 in.)
- Zoom memory
- High-speed battery charging
- Saving still images during movie recording

Notes: Full HD refers to the ability to record movies in 1920 x 1080 format. Wi-Fi® and the Wi-Fi CERTIFIED logo are registered trademarks of the Wi-Fi Alliance. Facebook® is a registered trademark of Facebook Inc. Google+ logo is a trademark of Google Inc. Images shown on this page are simulated.
Bring far-away realities near to you

Get close with 42x optical zoom super-telephoto capability

Capture faraway landmarks and wildlife with ease. The NIKKOR lens offers 42x optical zoom from 24 mm* wide-angle to 1000 mm* telephoto, and using Dynamic Fine Zoom provides amazing 84x** zoom capability without compromising the high resolution. New Scene modes such as Bird-watching mode and Moon mode let you easily take beautiful wild birds and lunar shots without complicated settings.

Advanced technologies for high-quality photos and movies

The Backside illumination CMOS image sensor, EXPEED C2 image-processing system and NIKKOR lens work in concert to deliver high-quality photos and movies even in low light.

Comfortable D-SLR-like operability in a compact body

Design details such as the electronic viewfinder, enhanced grip, and Function button provide operational flexibility and comfort similar to a D-SLR. Precise image composition and image confirmation can be performed using the 3-in., approx. 921K-dot high quality monitor.

Abundant functionality to shoot the way you want

Explore your creative side by using the P/S/A/M exposure modes to your best advantage. Count on COOLPIX Picture Control if you want to further customize your shots by adjusting vividness and sharpness. In addition to applying Special effects while shooting, you can also splice-up already shot images with Filter Effects.

High-speed response so you won’t miss the moment

The time lag for AF and shutter response has been reduced so you can react to photo opportunities instantaneously. Capture rapid action with clear results using the Continuous H (in maximum image size at 7 fps, up to 7 frames) mode.

Shoot steady even on the move

High-performance lens-shift VR (Vibration Reduction) provides an effect equivalent to a shutter speed 3.5 stops faster** for a steady picture even in the extreme telephoto range, and is equipped with ACTIVE mode to further minimize camera shake when shooting from a moving vehicle or while walking.*35mm format equivalent.

COOLPIX P530

16.1 effective megapixels
Multiple exposure shooting
Scene auto selector
Active D-Lighting
Macro shooting from as close as 1 cm (0.4 in.)
Zoom memory
WU-1a Wireless Mobile Adapter support
Saving still images during movie recording
Target finding AF
Active D-Lighting

Notes: Full HD refers to the ability to record movies in 1920 x 1080 format. Images shown on this page are simulated.

Even more features for excellent usability

Enjoy a clear view even outdoors with the large 3-in. RGBW LCD monitor. Pictures you’ve taken can be wirelessly transferred to a smartphone or tablet with COOLPIX Picture Control supports selection of desired settings prior to shooting, according to the subject, shooting conditions, or photographer’s intention.

Control ring for superior operability

Swiftly apply your own personal touch with the Control ring which enables intuitive manual focusing, as well as adjustment of Zoom memory, ISO sensitivity, white balance, shutter speed, aperture, and exposure compensation, with a simple twist. This Control ring also lets you operate Scene modes and Special effects. Together with the Function button, Command dial and Rotary multi selector, it boosts overall operability of the camera.

COOLPIX P340

12.2 effective megapixels
5x optical zoom and 10x* Dynamic Fine Zoom
Backside illumination CMOS image sensor
EXPEED C2 image processing system
Wu-1a Wireless Mobile Adapter support
Full HD 1080i movie recording with stereo sound
Multiple exposure shooting
Macro shooting from as close as 2 cm (0.8 in.)
Manual focus available
Peaking for manual focus
Target finding AF
ALL bracketing
Active D-Lighting

Notes: Full HD refers to the ability to record movies in 1920 x 1080 format. Wi-Fi CERTIFIED logo are registered trademarks of the Wi-Fi Alliance. Images shown on this page are simulated.

Other Features

• Peaking for manual focus
• Full HD 1080i movie recording
• Multiple exposure
• Scene auto selector
• Active D-Lighting
• Macro shooting from as close as 1 cm (0.4 in.)
• Zoom memory
• WU-1a Wireless Mobile Adapter support
• Saving still images during movie recording
• Target finding AF
• Active D-Lighting

Other Features

• 5x optical zoom and 10x* Dynamic Fine Zoom
• Backside illumination CMOS image sensor
• EXPEED C2 image processing system
• WU-1a Wireless Mobile Adapter support
• Full HD 1080i movie recording with stereo sound
• Multiple exposure shooting
• Macro shooting from as close as 2 cm (0.8 in.)
• Manual focus available
• Peaking for manual focus
• Target finding AF
• ALL bracketing
• Active D-Lighting
• Flash compensation
• Record pause function
• Saving still images during movie recording
• Interval shooting
**Coolpix S9700**

The power to change your image

**Other Features**
- High-performance NIKKOR lens
- EXPEED 4 image-processing system
- Pre AF

Built tough to log your active lifestyle

- Great for outdoors even underwater: Waterproof to a depth of 18 m/59 ft
- Reliable performance even in harsh environments: Withstands drops from heights of up to 2 m/6 ft 6 in.
- Suitable for winter sports: Withstands temperatures down to -10°C/14°F
- Automatically plots journeys: Built-in World map displays current location and sites where pictures were taken
- Acquires highly accurate positional information: Compatible with GPS and GLONASS satellites
- At-a-glance display of data: Location data, altitude/depth, atmospheric pressure, direction, latitude/longitude, location name information (Points of Interest: POI)*, compass and date/time.

Notes: *“----” may be displayed for the location name depending on the setting level of points of interest (POI).

Let every moment shine

- 20.8-megapixel image sensor
- Scene auto selector
- 5-Axis Hybrid VR enables recording of beautiful and steady Full HD 1080/60i movies even while shooting steady Full HD 1080/60i movies even while shooting scenery from a moving vehicle or chasing after a fast-moving subject.
- Great for outdoors even underwater: Waterproof to a depth of 18 m/59 ft
- Reliable performance even in harsh environments: Withstands drops from heights of up to 2 m/6 ft 6 in.
- Suitable for winter sports: Withstands temperatures down to -10°C/14°F
- Automatically plots journeys: Built-in World map displays current location and sites where pictures were taken
- Acquires highly accurate positional information: Compatible with GPS and GLONASS satellites
- At-a-glance display of data: Location data, altitude/depth, atmospheric pressure, direction, latitude/longitude, location name information (Points of Interest: POI)*, compass and date/time.

Press a button to connect and share wirelessly via Wi-Fi®*

- Share images wirelessly with ease via smartphone
- Remote control of camera from smartphone
- Automatic transfer of images from camera to smartphone whenever you take a picture
- Location information can be added to images using a smartphone

Notes: *This function requires installing and using the Wireless Mobile Utility to the smartphone prior to use. This can be downloaded from the application store of each smartphone (free).

Digital zoom up to 30x

- Record Full HD 1080/60i movies with 5-Axis Hybrid VR

Explore your creative potential with four exposure modes

- Capture your location even in the most remote regions

A World map is built into the camera so you can relive your traveled routes, based on accurate position information acquired from both GPS and GLONASS satellites. Latitude and longitude can be included in the picture data.

**Coolpix S9600**

Let every moment shine

- 16.0 effective megapixels
- 22x zoom
- 3-in., approx. 921k-dot OLED monitor
- Target finding AF
- 12 Glamour retouch effects

Other Features
- High-performance NIKKOR lens
- EXPEED 4 image-processing system
- Pre AF
- Macro shooting from as close as 1 cm (0.4 in.)
- 12 Glamour retouch effects

Connect and share wirelessly via Wi-Fi®*

- Share images wirelessly with ease via smartphone
- Remote control of camera from smartphone
- Automatic transfer of images from camera to smartphone whenever you take a picture
- Location information can be added to images using a smartphone

Notes: *This function requires installing and using the Wireless Mobile Utility to the smartphone prior to use. This can be downloaded from the application store of each smartphone (free).

**Coolpix AW120**

The power to change your image

**Other Features**
- High-performance NIKKOR lens
- EXPEED 2 image-processing system
- Pre AF

Built tough to log your active lifestyle

- Great for outdoors even underwater: Waterproof to a depth of 18 m/59 ft
- Reliable performance even in harsh environments: Withstands drops from heights of up to 2 m/6 ft 6 in.
- Suitable for winter sports: Withstands temperatures down to -10°C/14°F
- Automatically plots journeys: Built-in World map displays current location and sites where pictures were taken
- Acquires highly accurate positional information: Compatible with GPS and GLONASS satellites
- At-a-glance display of data: Location data, altitude/depth, atmospheric pressure, direction, latitude/longitude, location name information (Points of Interest: POI)*, compass and date/time.

Press a button to connect and share wirelessly via Wi-Fi®*

- Share images wirelessly with ease via smartphone
- Remote control of camera from smartphone
- Automatic transfer of images from camera to smartphone whenever you take a picture
- Location information can be added to images using a smartphone

Notes: *This function requires installing and using the Wireless Mobile Utility to the smartphone prior to use. This can be downloaded from the application store of each smartphone (free).

Digital zoom up to 30x

- Record Full HD 1080/60i movies with 5-Axis Hybrid VR

Explore your creative potential with four exposure modes

- Capture your location even in the most remote regions

A World map is built into the camera so you can relive your traveled routes, based on accurate position information acquired from both GPS and GLONASS satellites. Latitude and longitude can be included in the picture data.

**Amazing zoom reach with high-quality optics**

The NIKKOR lens with 22x optical zoom lets you easily capture any moment with all its emotion, smiles or tears, for a true slice of life. When needed, you can count on Dynamic Fine Zoom to double the telephoto range to 44x* without compromising the high resolution. What’s more, a combination of lens-shift and electronic VR (Vibration Reduction) assures a steady picture at any zoom range.

**Leave it to the camera to take superb shots**

All you do is point the camera. Pre AF will take care of photo opportunities for you as it continues to focus on your intended subject under any zoom condition. Target finding AF automatically finds your intended subject within the frame.

**Shoot artistically with Glamour retouch**

Take more expressive portraits by applying “makeup”. After shooting, mix and match from 12 makeup effects to bring out your beauty and radiance.

**Connect and share wirelessly via Wi-Fi®**

- Share images wirelessly with ease via smartphone
- Remote control of camera from smartphone
- Automatic transfer of images from camera to smartphone whenever you take a picture
- Location information can be added to images using a smartphone

Notes: *This function requires installing and using the Wireless Mobile Utility to the smartphone prior to use. This can be downloaded from the application store of each smartphone (free).
Powerful zoom in a compact stylish body

The NIKKOR lens with 12x optical zoom lets you capture beautiful smiles up-close even if they’re far away. When needed, you can count on Dynamic Fine Zoom to double the telephoto range to 24x* without compromising the high resolution. What’s more, lens-shift VR (Vibration Reduction) is assurance of a steady picture whether you’re shooting magnificent wide-angle landscapes, or portraits in telephoto.

*Magnification as calculated from the full-wide end of optical zoom.

Share the moment through Wi-Fi®*

• Share images wirelessly with ease via smart device
• Remote control of camera from smart device
• Automatic transfer of images from camera to smart device whenever you take a picture
• Location information can be added to images using a smart device

*This function requires installing a Wireless Mobile Utility to the smart device prior to use. This can be downloaded from the application store of each smart device (free).

Other Features

• High-performance NIKKOR lens
• EXPEED C2 image-processing system
• Full HD 1080/60i movie recording with 4-Axis Hybrid VR
• Glamour retouch

Quick effects

Greyscale
Soft portrait

Glamour retouch

Before

After

Other Features

• High-performance NIKKOR lens
• EXPEED C2 image-processing system
• 4-Axis Hybrid VR for movie recording
• Smile timer continuous function

High-speed battery charging

Count on 10x optical quality

Enjoy genuine camera performance you just can’t get on a smartphone, with 10x optical zoom lens to bring distant subjects up-close. Using 20x* Dynamic Fine Zoom lets you double the zoom range without compromising on high resolution. Lens-shift VR (Vibration Reduction) helps to provide a steady picture at any zoom range.

*Magnification as calculated from the full-wide end of optical zoom.

Have fun making scenes look more dramatic

Turn ordinary scenes into extraordinary works of art. Apply any of the 32 Quick effects to an image right after shooting. Or select Special effects before you shoot to capture artistic images exactly as you envisioned. Also enjoy 12 Glamour retouch effects that can be applied to already-shot images to create more expressive portraits.

Glamour retouch functions

Glamour retouch

• Makeup choices including Glare reduction, Lipstick, Eye shadow and Mascara, can be applied to already-shot images of you and your friends. Just let the built-in “makeup artist” do its magic, and look your best anytime.

Sophisticated design tells your story

This camera’s fashionable design gets you noticed, but that’s not all. The NIKKOR lens with 8x optical zoom lets you capture beautiful smiles up-close even if they’re far away. When needed, you can count on Dynamic Fine Zoom to double the telephoto range to 16x* without compromising the high resolution.

*Magnification as calculated from the full-wide end of optical zoom.

Sophisticated design with powerful zoom

Sophisticated design with Full HD 1080/60i movie recording, 4-Axis Hybrid VR (Vibration Reduction)

Shoot beautiful Full HD movies, with stable images even while walking and talking with your subject or recording scenery from a moving vehicle. That’s because intelligent 4-Axis Hybrid VR effectively reduces different types of shake.

Sophisticated design with Glamour retouch functions

Give portraits and self-portraits a sensational look by applying “makeup” with 12 advanced Glamour retouch effects. Makeup choices including Glare reduction, Lipstick, Eye shadow and Mascara, can be applied to already-shot images of you and your friends. Just let the built-in “makeup artist” do its magic, and look your best anytime.

Notes:

Full HD refers to the ability to record movies in 1920 x 1080 format. Wi-Fi® and the Wi-Fi CERTIFIED logo are registered trademarks of the Wi-Fi Alliance. Facebook® is a registered trademark of Facebook Inc. Google+ logo is a trademark of Google Inc. Images shown on this page are simulated.

Effectiveness of retouch varies depending on image quality and file size.
Brilliant results from wide-angle to telephoto

This small and slim camera offers its optical zoom with coverage from wide-angle 25 mm to telephoto 200 mm*. Using Dynamic Fine Zoom you can increase zoom capability to 16x** without compromising the high resolution. Lens-shift VR (Vibration Reduction) helps to provide a steady picture at any zoom range.

*16x for wide-angle. **Magnification as calculated from the full-wide end of optical zoom.

Precious memories look their best

The 20.1 effective megapixels yield high-resolution, detailed images. Powerful shooting support functions such as Scene auto selector and Target finding AF optimize each shot based on subject and scene conditions. And with 4-Axis Hybrid VR, you can shoot beautifully steady movie clips even while walking or from a moving vehicle.

Making your memories look their best

Hold on to your memories as high-quality photos, since 20.1 effective megapixels yield high-resolution, detailed images. Powerful shooting support functions such as Scene auto selector and Target finding AF optimize each shot based on subject and scene conditions. And with 4-Axis Hybrid VR, you can shoot beautifully steady movie clips even while walking or from a moving vehicle.

Taking high-quality photos is effortless with this camera. Just turn the camera on and Scene auto selector chooses for you the most suitable scene mode. In Auto mode, Target finding AF automatically finds your intended subject within the frame. So without making complicated settings, simply point and shoot to capture superb images.

Making your memories look their best

Hold on to your memories as high-quality photos, since 20.1 effective megapixels yield high-resolution, detailed images. Powerful shooting support functions such as Scene auto selector and Target finding AF optimize each shot based on subject and scene conditions. And with 4-Axis Hybrid VR, you can shoot beautifully steady movie clips even while walking or from a moving vehicle.
Extreme zoom made extremely usable

Super compact with 34x optical zoom and 68x Dynamic Fine Zoom

The NIKKOR lens with 34x optical zoom lets you take high-quality close-ups of faraway action, and with Dynamic Fine Zoom you get up to 68x* zoom power without compromising the high resolution. Even when zoomed-in all the way, you’re assured of steady images thanks to the lens-shift VR (Vibration Reduction) and firm grip design.

Full HD 1080/60i movie recording with 5-Axis Hybrid VR

Shoot beautiful Full HD movies, with stable images even while walking and talking with your subject or recording scenery from a moving vehicle. That’s because intelligent 5-Axis Hybrid VR effectively reduces different types of shake. Confidently shoot high-angle and low-angle shots with rock solid results.

Other Features
- High-performance NIKKOR lens
- EXPEED C2 image processing system
- Smart portrait system
- Easy auto mode
- Target finding AF
- Special effects and Filter effects

Reach out and enjoy visual excellence

26x high-power zoom with wide-angle 22.5 mm* coverage in a compact body

Remarkably, this compact body contains a NIKKOR lens with a powerful 26x optical zoom covering from wide-angle 22.5 mm to super-telephoto 585 mm*, allowing perfect framing of a variety of scenes. What’s more, lens-shift VR (Vibration Reduction) compensates for camera shake to keep results sharp at all times.

Other Features
- High-performance NIKKOR lens
- EXPEED C2 image processing system
- One-touch HD 720p movie recording
- Smart portrait system
- Pet portrait mode

Notes: Full HD refers to the camera’s ability to record movies in 1920 x 1080 format. Images shown on this page are simulated. Notes: HD refers to the ability to record movies in 1280 x 720 format. Images shown on this page are simulated.

Notes: 16.0 effective megapixels bring your memories to life

With 20.2 effective megapixels, the camera is able to capture high-resolution images that make excellent photo prints.

Wide array of shooting capabilities made simple

With simple and intuitive operation, you can capture any subject near or far with brilliant results. For instance, in Easy auto mode you simply turn on the camera and start shooting, with automatic selection of the most appropriate choice among Portrait, Night portrait, Night landscape, Landscape, Backlighting and Close-up scene modes, enabling capture of images exactly as you imagine them.

Sure grip design and Clear color display for easier viewing

Take life easy, with the help of a handgrip designed to ensure an extra-firm hold for minimal camera shake. The large 3-in. approx. 460k-dot Clear color display offers clear viewing so it’s easy to frame your shot, watch taken pictures, and make menu settings.

R6/AA-size battery convenience

The camera runs on readily available R6/AA-size alkaline or rechargeable batteries, eliminating your worries about running out of power wherever you take it.
Easily capture family moments

Capture life’s moments with high-quality

The 20.1 effective megapixels yield high-resolution images, and the 5x optical zoom gives you close-ups without quality loss. The bright display of the 3-in. TFT LCD monitor offers a clear view whether you’re framing your shot or viewing pictures.

Glamour retouch freshens up your photos

Applying Glamour retouch makes faces in pictures look more vivid and beautiful, and requires no computer for editing. Choose from eight effects — Brighten faces, Hide eye bags, Whiten eyes, Whiten teeth, Redden cheeks, Skin softening, Small face, and Big eyes — each with three degrees of intensity. Have visual fun creating uniquely attractive portraits.

Other Features

- High-performance NIKKOR lens
- EXPEED C2 image-processing system
- Easy auto mode
- Smart portrait system
- Motion blur reduction
- Easy-to-hold handgrip design
- Vari-angle LCD monitor
- Electronic virtual horizon
- Motion picture recording
- Optional lens hood and remote control
- Remote flash operation with optional Speedlight

Notes: Full HD refers to the ability to record movies in 1920 x 1080 format. Wi-Fi® support for easy connection and sharing

The large CMOS image sensor enables great tonal gradation, and the Backside illumination structure optimizes CMOS light intake for superior results when shooting at night.

Genuine capabilities to awaken your potential

f/2.8-4 NIKKOR zoom lens with 28-200 mm coverage

Superior NIKKOR optics maintain image brightness throughout the zoom range, from f/2.8 at 28 mm wide, to f/4 at 200 mm telephoto*. Even when zoomed all the way out, images remain brilliant with high optical resolution. The seven-blade Iris diaphragm enables beautifully defocused backgrounds, while the lens-shift VR (Vibration Reduction) provides compensation for camera shake.

Backside illumination 1/1.7-inch CMOS image sensor

The large CMOS image sensor enables great tonal gradation, and the Backside illumination structure optimizes CMOS light intake for superior results when shooting at night.

Shooting style flexibility with vari-angle RGBW LCD monitor and electronic viewfinder

Equipped with both a swiveling LCD screen on the rear and a viewfinder on top of the camera, you can choose the shooting style that best suits you. Adapting an RGBW LCD monitor with high-brightness display setting enables superior visibility outdoors.

R6/AA-size battery convenience

The camera runs on readily available R6/AA-size alkaline or rechargeable batteries, eliminating your worries about running out of power wherever you take it.

Vary-angle LCD screen lets you shoot from a variety of angles, and Gesture control makes self-shooting easy

Not only stylish but incredibly functional, the camera features a vari-angle LCD monitor that can be tilted to various angles to allow shooting from any position. Flip the screen towards yourself for self-shooting. Use Gesture control which recognizes your hand movements to operate the shutter and zoom from a distance, with countdown to give you time to strike a pose. Effective for Full HD 1080p60 movie as well as still shooting.

Simple photo mode makes photography a breeze

You can effortlessly shoot beautiful pictures in any situation. Easy auto mode lets you simply turn on the camera and start shooting, while the camera automatically selects the appropriate Scene mode.

Spice up any scene with Filter effects

After shooting, you can apply any of the five in-camera Filter effects to the image, including Soft, Selective color, Cross screen, Fish eye and Miniature effect. Enjoy advanced visual effects right away.

Other Features

- High-performance NIKKOR lens
- EXPEED C2 image-processing system
- Easy auto mode
- Smart portrait system
- Motion blur reduction
- Easy-to-hold handgrip design
- Vari-angle LCD monitor
- Optional 40.5 mm screw-on filter available
- Remote flash operation with optional Speedlight

Notes: Full HD refers to the ability to record movies in 1920 x 1080 format. Wi-Fi® and the Wi-Fi CERTIFIED logos are registered trademarks of the Wi-Fi Alliance. Facebook®, a registered trademark of Facebook Inc. Google+ is a trademark of Google Inc. Images shown on this page are simulated.
High performance lens and CMOS image sensor for quality images

The combination of NIKKOR optics and CMOS image sensor captures brilliant images even in low light. With Hand-held night scene and Backlight scene HDR (High Dynamic Range) modes, multiple shots are combined into a single image to assure beautiful photos with less noise and blurring. 13.2 effective megapixels deliver ample performance. Optical 3x zoom goes from 30 mm wide-angle to 90 mm telephoto* while maintaining compactness.

Other Features
- High-performance NIKKOR lens
- EXPEED C2 image-processing system
- Internal memory (approx. 7.3 GB)
- Scene auto selector
- Built-in flash
- Special effects and Filter effects
- Full HD 1080p movie recording

Backside Illumination structure improves image sensor sensitivity and noise reduction to realize increased performance in night scenes or dark indoor situations.

CMOS image sensor affords fast processing speed while requiring low power consumption.

After zooming optically to full telephoto, you can go beyond the magnification using Dynamic Fine Zoom. After zooming optically to full telephoto, you can go beyond the magnification using Dynamic Fine Zoom. Unlike conventional digital zoom, this extended zoom does not degrade picture quality in the process.

Nikon’s innovative Clear color display technology improves visibility for a more vivid, clearer display technology improves visibility for a more vivid, clearer image preview and playback.

Simply touch the screen to select your subject, lock autofocus and exposure, zoom in for close-ups, or to scroll through and select images for viewing.

Ultra-compact, ultra-lightweight, stylish body

Small enough to hide under a credit card, the COOLPIX S02 is remarkably compact. Only 77.3 mm (3.1 in.) wide and 51.3 mm (2.1 in.) high, it will fit into your pocket with room to spare. It’s so light too, at about 101 g (3.6 oz). The coated stainless steel body helps to reduce scratches, and is available in a variety of colors* including the Mirror silver model that has a unique mirror-like look.

*Color availability may vary according to region.

**35mm format equivalent

14x optical zoom with highly efficient lens-shift VR

The 14x zoom lens offers coverage from wide-angle 25 mm to telephoto 350 mm*. And with lens-shift VR (Vibration Reduction), images remain consistently clear with less blur.

Other Features
- High-performance NIKKOR lens
- Powered by commonly available AA/AAA batteries
- EXPEED C2 image-processing system
- Smart portrait system
- Special effects and Filter effects
- Eye-Fi™ card support
- Easy auto mode
- Target finding AF
- Red eye correction for people and pets

Various optical camera-shake compensation technologies are harnessed to ensure beautifully clear and sharp images, including lens-shift VR.

Beautiful clear images can be taken with Motion blur reduction thanks to the Motion detection function that automatically selects a faster shutter speed and higher ISO (light sensitivity) setting to compensate for subject movement or camera shake.

High ISO capability permits the maximum use of available natural light, avoiding the need for flash or long exposure times. By enabling the selection of faster shutter speeds, it also makes it easier to capture fast-moving subjects with greater clarity.

Backside Illumination structure improves image sensor sensitivity and noise reduction to realize increased performance in night scenes or dark indoor situations.

The combination of NIKKOR optics and CMOS image sensor captures brilliant images even in low light. With Hand-held night scene and Backlight scene HDR (High Dynamic Range) modes, multiple shots are combined into a single image to assure beautiful photos with less noise and blurring. 13.2 effective megapixels deliver ample performance. Optical 3x zoom goes from 30 mm wide-angle to 90 mm telephoto* while maintaining compactness.

Other Features
- High-performance NIKKOR lens
- EXPEED C2 image-processing system
- Internal memory (approx. 7.3 GB)
- Scene auto selector
- Built-in flash
- Special effects and Filter effects
- Full HD 1080p movie recording

Backside Illumination structure improves image sensor sensitivity and noise reduction to realize increased performance in night scenes or dark indoor situations.

CMOS image sensor affords fast processing speed while requiring low power consumption.

After zooming optically to full telephoto, you can go beyond the magnification using Dynamic Fine Zoom. Unlike conventional digital zoom, this extended zoom does not degrade picture quality in the process.

Nikon’s innovative Clear color display technology improves visibility for a more vivid, clearer image preview and playback.

Simply touch the screen to select your subject, lock autofocus and exposure, zoom in for close-ups, or to scroll through and select images for viewing.

Ultra-compact, ultra-lightweight, stylish body

Small enough to hide under a credit card, the COOLPIX L620 is remarkably compact. Only 99.9 mm (3.9 in.) wide and 54.3 mm (2.2 in.) high, it will fit into your pocket with room to spare. It’s so light too, at about 191 g (6.8 oz). The coated stainless steel body helps to reduce scratches, and is available in a variety of colors* including the Mirror silver model that has a unique mirror-like look.

*Color availability may vary according to region.

**35mm format equivalent

14x optical zoom with highly efficient lens-shift VR

The 14x zoom lens offers coverage from wide-angle 25 mm to telephoto 350 mm*. And with lens-shift VR (Vibration Reduction), images remain consistently clear with less blur.

Other Features
- High-performance NIKKOR lens
- Powered by commonly available AA/AAA batteries
- EXPEED C2 image-processing system
- Smart portrait system
- Special effects and Filter effects
- Eye-Fi™ card support
- Easy auto mode
- Target finding AF
- Red eye correction for people and pets

These functions provide quick, carefree picture-taking in a variety of situations by determining the subject and surrounding conditions, and then automatically selecting the appropriate scene mode for the shot.*

Target finding AF instantaneously assesses the intended subject and automatically adjusts the AF area according to its size to assure clearly focused images.

Subject tracking enhances your shooting experience by following the movement of your subject.

COOLPIX cameras that carry the Full HD logo can record at 1920 x 1080 pixels (1080p). Those marked with the HD logo can record at 1280 x 720 pixels (720p).

Water-resistant, shock-resistant, and weather-resistant COOLPIX models are built tough enough to perform well while enjoying outdoor activities at any time of the year.

Records the latitude and longitude for each shot based on position information from GPS and GLONASS satellites, so you can precisely locate where each picture was taken.

Offers a handy reference by displaying the location where pictures were taken, or the route defined by log records made using the GPS chip.

The camera has a built-in communication function that allows transmission of still images and movies over wireless LAN networks.

Notes: Feature availability varies according to camera model. Wi-Fi ® is a registered trademark of the Wi-Fi Alliance. Images shown on this page are simulated.
### COOLPIX P600

- **Number of effective pixels**: 16.1 million
- **Lens**: NX1000 lens with 40x optical zoom, 4.3-172 mm (35mm format equivalent: 24-1440 mm), f/3.3-6.4
- **Digital zoom magnification**: 10x, Macro close-up mode: Approx. 0.5x
- **Focus range**: 3m, approx. 2910-dot (QVGA) wide-viewing angle, TFT LCD monitor with anti-reflection coating
- **Monitor**: 3-in., approx. 2910-dot (QVGA), wide-viewing angle, TFT LCD monitor with anti-reflection coating
- **Storage memory**: SD/SDHC/SDXC memory card
- **Power sources**: EH-74A AC Adapter, MH-32 Battery Charger
- **Battery life of still shooting**: approx. 320 shots with EN-EL23 battery
- **Dimensions**: 125.5 x 85.9 x 50.5 mm (4.9 x 3.4 x 2 in.)
- **Weight**: 580 g (2.1 oz) with battery and SD memory card

*Focus range is the same as the shooting distance.*

*All dimensions measured from front of lens surface.

*Depending on the conditions, certain settings may not be configured.

*Based on CIPA guidelines for measuring the life of a battery. Measured at 23°C (73°F), time varies with each model.

*The total number of shots may differ from the number of shots remaining on the battery shown in the camera.

*When the battery is installed, the number of shots remaining cannot be displayed.

*For the shooting distance at which the zoom is set to 3x.

*Vignetting occurs in full-frame shooting mode.

*When using an optional battery pack, the battery pack is sold separately.

*We recommend using optional batteries.

*Optional battery packs are sold separately.

*Not compatible with MultiMediaCards (MMC).

*Cannot be used with any other than EN-EL14a.

*Cannot be used with EN-EL14a battery packs.

*Weight may vary depending on the weight of the body and optional lenses.

*When the body is at W (Wide) and H (HDTV) settings.
### SPECIFICATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>COOLPIX S6800</th>
<th>COOLPIX S8800</th>
<th>COOLPIX L8300</th>
<th>COOLPIX L3300</th>
<th>COOLPIX L300</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of effective pixels</strong></td>
<td>20.1 million</td>
<td>20.1 million</td>
<td>20.1 million</td>
<td>20.1 million</td>
<td>20.1 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lens</strong></td>
<td>NIKKOR lens with 8x optical zoom; 4:2.8-3.6 mm (35mm [135] format equivalent: 26-200 mm); f/3.7-4.6</td>
<td>NIKKOR lens with 5x optical zoom; 4:6.2-3.0 mm (35mm [135] format equivalent: 26-130 mm); f/3.6-5.2</td>
<td>NIKKOR lens with 3x optical zoom; 4:4.3-5.8 mm (35mm [135] format equivalent: 22.5-585 mm); f/3.3-5.9</td>
<td>NIKKOR lens with 2x optical zoom; 4:6.0-4.0 mm (35mm [135] format equivalent: 23.0-100 mm); f/3.4-5.9</td>
<td>NIKKOR lens with 5x optical zoom; 4:6.2-3.0 mm (35mm [135] format equivalent: 26-130 mm); f/3.6-5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Digital zoom magnification</strong></td>
<td>Up to 4x (35mm [135] format equivalent: approx. 800 mm)</td>
<td>Up to 4x (35mm [135] format equivalent: approx. 520 mm)</td>
<td>Up to 4x (35mm [135] format equivalent: approx. 2450 mm)</td>
<td>Up to 4x (35mm [135] format equivalent: approx. 520 mm)</td>
<td>Up to 4x (35mm [135] format equivalent: approx. 520 mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Focus range</strong></td>
<td>APS: Approx. 50 cm (1 ft 8 in.) to ∞</td>
<td>APS: Approx. 50 cm (1 ft 8 in.) to ∞</td>
<td>APS: Approx. 50 cm (1 ft 8 in.) to ∞</td>
<td>APS: Approx. 50 cm (1 ft 8 in.) to ∞</td>
<td>APS: Approx. 50 cm (1 ft 8 in.) to ∞</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Monitor</strong></td>
<td>2.7-in., approx. 230k-dot, TFT LCD monitor</td>
<td>2.7-in., approx. 230k-dot, TFT LCD monitor</td>
<td>3-in., approx. 460k-dot, vari-angle, TFT LCD monitor</td>
<td>3-in., approx. 460k-dot, vari-angle, TFT LCD monitor</td>
<td>2.7-in., approx. 460k-dot, vari-angle, TFT LCD monitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Storage media</strong></td>
<td>SD/SDHC/SDXC memory card</td>
<td>SD/SDHC/SDXC memory card</td>
<td>SD/SDHC/SDXC memory card</td>
<td>SD/SDHC/SDXC memory card</td>
<td>SD/SDHC/SDXC memory card</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ISO sensitivity</strong></td>
<td>ISO 64-1000 (Auto), ISO 100-3200 (Manual setting is enabled in Auto mode)</td>
<td>ISO 80-1600 (Auto), ISO 100-3200 (Manual setting is enabled in Auto mode)</td>
<td>ISO 125-1600 (Auto), ISO 125-6400 (Manual setting is enabled in Auto mode)</td>
<td>ISO 125-1600 (Auto), ISO 125-6400 (Manual setting is enabled in Auto mode)</td>
<td>ISO 125-6400 (Auto)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Power sources</strong></td>
<td>supplied EN-EL14 Rechargeable Li-ion Battery, EH-70P Charging AC Adapter</td>
<td>supplied EN-EL14 Rechargeable Li-ion Battery, EH-70P Charging AC Adapter</td>
<td>supplied Two EN-EL14 (AA-sized alkaline batteries), EN-EL18 Rechargeable Li-Ion Battery, MH-24 Battery Charger</td>
<td>supplied Two EN-EL14 (AA-sized alkaline batteries), EN-EL18 Rechargeable Li-Ion Battery, MH-24 Battery Charger</td>
<td>supplied Two EN-EL14 (AA-sized alkaline batteries), EN-EL19 Rechargeable Li-Ion Battery, MH-66 Battery Charger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Battery life of still shooting</strong></td>
<td>Approx. 230 shots with EN-EL14 battery</td>
<td>Approx. 250 shots with EN-EL14 battery</td>
<td>Approx. 300 shots with EN-EL14 battery</td>
<td>Approx. 350 shots with EN-EL14 battery</td>
<td>Approx. 200 shots with EN-EL14 battery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dimensions</strong> (W x H x D)</td>
<td>Approx. 127 x 87 x 48 mm</td>
<td>Approx. 130 x 94 x 25 mm</td>
<td>Approx. 111 x 78 x 40 mm</td>
<td>Approx. 111 x 78 x 39 mm</td>
<td>Approx. 96 x 64 x 28 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Weight</strong></td>
<td>Approx. 129 g (4.6 oz) with battery and SD memory card</td>
<td>Approx. 120 g (4.3 oz) with battery and SD memory card</td>
<td>Approx. 55.5 x 24 mm (2.2 x 0.9 in.) excluding projections)</td>
<td>Approx. 45.0 x 32.4 x 12.2 mm (1.8 x 1.3 x 0.5 in.) excluding projections</td>
<td>Approx. 168 x 87 x 7.8 mm with battery and SD memory card</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

4 Based on CIPA standard for measuring life of camera batteries. Measured at 23°C (±3°C), zoom adjusted with each shot, shooting interval of 30 seconds, and the power management mode set to normal. In a cold environment, the number of shots may decrease depending on the conditions.

5 Depending on the conditions, certain settings may not be configured.

6 ISO sensitivity ratings may differ depending on the shooting mode.

7 Based on CIPA standard for measuring life of camera batteries. Measured at 23°C (±3°C), zoom adjusted with each shot, shooting interval of 30 seconds, and the power management mode set to normal. This is a rough estimate of the number of shots that may be possible with one battery charge. In a cold environment, the median number of shots may decrease depending on the conditions.

8 Only available with EN-EL14 or EN-EL19 battery.

9 Method of measuring ISO sensitivity is in accordance with ISO 8808/ISO 1223-1.

10 Method of measuring ISO sensitivity is in accordance with ISO 8808.

11 Method of measuring ISO sensitivity is in accordance with ISO 8808/ISO 1223-1.
Specifications and equipment are subject to change without any notice or obligation on the part of the manufacturer. Colour availability may vary according to region.
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